Purpose or Objective

To make Regulation 6.11 consistent with the changes to RRC regulations 6 and 28 made in 2017 and to update the Regulations to facilitate the work of the RRC.

Proposal

6.11.3 The Chairman of the Racing Rules Committee shall appoint the members and chairmen of the Racing Rules Committee working parties as needed to fulfill the terms of reference of the RRC. The Party, the Case Book Working Party, the Match and Team Racing Rules Working Party, the Match Racing Rapid Response Call Panel, and the Team Racing Rapid Response Call Panel.

6.11.4 The Chairman of the Racing Rules Committee shall, together with the Chairman of the Race Officials Committee, appoint the members of the Racing Rules Q&A Panel and the chairman of the panel. At least one member of the Case Book Working Party and of the Match and Team Racing Rules Working Party shall be on the panel.

6.11.7 (a) formulate, revise and approve Racing Rules, cases and calls on behalf of Council, in accordance with Regulation 28.;

(b) consider and decide submissions that propose or suggest changes in the Racing Rules, cases and calls in accordance with Regulation 28;

(g) publish on the World Sailing website the any World Sailing cases, calls and rapid response calls, Match Racing Rapid Response Calls and the World Sailing Team Racing Rapid Response Calls.

28.3 Except when Regulation 28.4 applies, interpretations of the Racing Rules by World Sailing shall be made only through publication of cases or calls. The cases are authoritative interpretations and explanations of the rules for all racing and the The calls are authoritative interpretations and explanations of the rules for the relevant discipline, only for match or team racing.

Current Position

As above
Reasons

1. The changes to 6.11.3 and 6.11.4 update these regulations to be consistent with changes made in 2017 to remove references to specific working parties.

2. The change to 6.11.7(a) includes Case Books and Call Books that interpret the Racing Rules. This simple reflects the current work of the Racing Rules Committee and is consistent with current Regulation 28.

3. The change to 6.11.7(b) again includes the Case Books and Call Books as reflects the current work of the Racing Rules Committee and is consistent with Regulation 28.3.

4. The change to 6.11.7(g) and 28.3 reflects the some disciplines have developed Case Books specific to their events. Radio Sailing is a good example.